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This article examines the adaptive strategies of institutionally marginalized students in an
alternativehigh school setting. Snow and Anderson’ s (1987) model of ` ` identity work ’ ’ is used to
analyze the ways in which studentssymbolicallydistancethemselves from certain featuresof their
` ` home’ ’ school and embrace certain features of their alternative school. Drawing upon
semistructured interviews with 25 students, it is argued that these distancing and embracement
processes lie at the heart of their struggle to assemble a sense of self that is congruent with their
former ` ` problem’ ’ and consistent with their current institutionalstatus. Key distancing themes
are identi® ed, includinginstitutionalcontrols, teacher competence,peer evaluations,educational
quality, and alternative school images. Embracement strategies revolve around organizational,
associational, and atmospheric themes. The policy implications for a more contextualized
understandingof alternativeschool experiencesare examined, and the theoretical implicationsof
an interactionistmodel for a betterunderstandingof the intersectionof institutionalarrangements
and student identities are discussed.

People should know that alternative high schools aren’ t that bad. My mom’ s
friends were telling her, ` ` Don’ t let Julie go to Forest ’ cause it’ s nothing but drug
addicts and people with babies and kids that drop out of school and don’ t have a
life.’ ’ Alternative schools, at least this one, aren’ t like that. If you make a mistake
here you can correct yourself ¼ If you feel you didn’ t ® t in [at] your home school,
at least you can ® t in at this school. (Julie: a student at Forest Alternative High
School)

Stained student identities vary widely, and some discolorations penetrate the self more
deeply than others. Some sources of taint are academic in nature when, for example,
students are put on probation because of low grades. Others are more structural when,
for example, students are alleged to have broken rules or de® ed authority. Still other
sources involve group standing when, for example, some students are labelled ` ` nerds,’ ’
` ` brainiacs,’ ’ ` ` bullies,’ ’ ` ` loners,’ ’ and so on. While the eå ects of these discolorations are
far from irreversible (Evans & Eder, 1993), students labeled in these ways often face
problems of acceptance and performance (Carlton-Ford, Reef, Black, & Simmons,
1989). Marginalized, isolated, and devalued, they are often lonely and have low self-
esteem (Asher & Wheeler, 1985; Carlton-Ford et al., 1989)." Research on student
reactions to marginalization shows that some of them aæ liate with devalued groups
while others conform to conventional standards, perhaps by using available resources
such as athletic programs and campus organizations (Kinney, 1993). But there are
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many other ways students can react to educational marginality and dislocation. The
success or failure of those reactions may depend in part on the sense they make of
themselves and their surroundings and in part on the adaptive strategies they use to
accept, modify, or resist the institutional identities made available to them.

In this paper our primary concern is with one type of adaptation called ` ` identity
work.’ ’ Identity work refers to, ` ` the range of activities individuals engage in to create,
present, and sustain personal identities that are congruent with and supportive of the
self-concept ’ ’ (Snow & Anderson, 1987, p. 1348). Mehan (1992) argues that identity
work is a part of the internal life of schools that is often neglected or given a residual
status in educational analyses. Identity work is especially signi® cant when people
become the objects of discrediting attributes. Such identity work can make the
diå erence between someone who accepts a denigrating, stigmatized status and someone
who resists it (Goå man, 1963).

Our approach to identity work is informed by symbolic interactionism,a sociological
theory that is based on the following notions: that social action, behavior, and self-
concepts arise in the course of ongoing interaction with people who share a symbolic
world ; that people develop interpretations or ` ` de® nitions’ ’ of their immediate
situations; that identities, interaction, and de® nitions develop in a sociopolitical
context; and that de® nitions and self-concepts have causal status (Blumer, 1969;
Denzin, 1984; LaRossa & Reitzes, 1993). According to this model, interpretations and
identities are ongoing, tentative, changing, and dynamic.# Similarly, identities are
assembled or constructed by selves and others. Personal identities are characteristics
that actors impute to themselves, while social identities are the traits imputed by others
to the actor. The development of both personal and social identities rests on the
relationship people have with their cultural and social environments. Selves are actively
represented to others through scripted talk and strategic action, usually in favorable
ways that may or may not reveal the actor’ s personally held views (Goå man, 1959).
Finally, actors ` ` work ’ ’ on their identities in the sense they revise biographies according
to new circumstances, to changing audiences, and to alternative surroundings.$ One
implication of this model is that students in alternative educational surroundings will
engage in identity work to make sense of their new surroundings.

Some educational surroundings are designed to give students new ways of looking at
themselves, to provide them with new possibilities instead of the stains and restrictions
that come with traditional viewpoints. The emancipatory possibilities of schools have
received substantial attention in recent theoretical statements based on cultural and
educational studies frameworks (Levinson, Foley, & Holland, 1996; McFadden, 1995;
Wexler, 1992). A central concern in those statements is the interaction among diå erent
cultures within particular school settings. For example, McFadden (1995), drawing on
Walker (1993), states that the central issue is :

¼ convergence and divergence of intercultural relations in concrete problem
contexts (for example, in schools between teacher and student cultures), and
therefore is a question of intercultural articulationsand connections and how they
structure social options for individuals and groups in certain social settings. (p.
295)

Resistance to institutionally supplied identities is complex (Wexler, 1992), and is
generally situated and dependent upon context and form. Students have various
vantage points from which they evaluate their educational experiences. Accordingly,
student selves can be seen as a conversationbetween students’ experiences in schools and
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their larger orientations towards society. This conversation requires sense-making
activities that provide continuity across a multitude of lived experiences in diverse social
settings.

Additionally, a school’ s atmosphere aå ects the students’ sense of identity and self-
image in relation to their other social positions. For example, a pregnant student does
not solely respond to schooling as a site of accomplishing utilitarian goals, but rather,
the school may be a site of social interaction in which gender identity work occurs
(Wexler, 1992). And, in addition to developing gendered ideas about themselves,
students also develop biographies in which former problems and current standing take
on meaning.

Our empirical strategy is to examine student identity work in unconventional rather
than conventional surroundings in order to analyze the interplay between identity and
environment when students have fewer resources and when their environment is
associated with widespread negative images. This strategy also allows us to address
student well-being, resistance, and change in specialized educational settings. One
important and fairly recent type of specialized setting is the alternative high school.
Alternative schools usually oå er nontraditional programs aimed at reducing local drop-
out rates. Having spread quickly during the 1970s, alternative schools typically provide
individualized programs, small classes, increased opportunities for family involvement,
and an open or more democratic organizational structure (Franklin, McNeil, &
Wright, 1992). They are described as ` ` schools of choice ’ ’ with progressive philosophies
(Everhart, 1985) and as educational sites, ` ` that contest hegemonic curriculum by
setting up alternatives outside of it ’ ’ (Connell, 1988, p. 67). Therefore, many alternative
schools are structured to be more cooperative than traditional environments, some of
them giving students greater freedom and input concerning school rules (Kaczynski,
1989).

Past and current research on alternative high schools focuses primarily on
delinquency prevention, institutional reform, background causation, and predictors of
success. These studies generally highlight important diå erences between traditional and
alternative school environments and argue that students who do not do well in
traditional settings prefer the alternative setting (Kaczynski, 1989; Ruby & Law, 1983;
Williamson, Tobin, & Fraser, 1986). For example, researchers suggest that many
students in traditional schools become alienated and subsequently their performance
suå ers (Everhart, 1985; Foley & McConnaughy, 1982). In contrast, alternative
settings, according to Perry and Duke (1978) and Gold (1978), may help improve the
academic performance of students because the school’ s size, the staå ’ s treatment of
students as ` ` young adults,’ ’ the teachers’ realistic view of student behavior, and the
administrators’ recruitment of teachers with more experience contribute to creating an
environment that is conducive to learning for students. Further, students tend to prefer
cooperative environments, and those who view their alternative school as especially
cooperative do better in English and mathematics (Hattie, Bryne, & Fraser, 1986).
Additionally, Gold (1978) indicates that self-image in alternative schools is associated
positively with achievement and negatively with delinquency.%

After a description of our methods and materials, we analyze the identity work of a
sample of alternative high school students. We discuss how they view themselves,
including their ideas about their former problems and their current standing. We place
special emphasis upon their strategies of distancing and embracing certain features of
their home schools and their alternative schools as part of a sense-making process that
is important in sustaining self-respect, organizing personal history, and resisting
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institutional denigration. We then discuss the implications of our analysis for a more
contextualized understanding of identity work, alternative school life, and institutional
change.

Method and materials

Our analysis is based on interviews and observations at a public alternative high school
in a mostly middle-class suburb of a large southeastern city. Founded in 1978 to help
reduce the county’ s public school dropout rate, Forest High initially enrolled about 100
students from other high schools in the area. & It quickly grew to more than 400 students.
Forest is open to all students in the county from the ages of 16 through 19, although some
exceptions are made for older students. The racial composition of the school is about
75% European-American, 20% African-American, and 5% Hispanic or Asian.
Approximately 55% of the student body is female. Students attend one to four classes
a day depending on the number of credit hours they are taking. Classes are 100 minutes
rather than the traditional 50 so that material can be covered more quickly and students
can graduate as soon as possible. Administrators say the school operates on a ` ` trust
system,’ ’ giving students considerable freedom to come and go as they please during
breaks and at lunch as long as they show signs of academic progress and follow school
rules. Forest High’ s stated mission is to provide a ` ` school of choice ’ ’ for students who
have special personal or educational needs.

In 1993 the ® rst and third authors spent approximately 100 hours observing school
activities and joining casual conversations with students and teachers during breaks in
the class schedule as well as during some classes. Their membership role was more
peripheral than active (Adler & Adler, 1987). They were known observers (Lo¯ and &
Lo¯ and, 1994) at all times ; presenting themselves as ` ` sociologistsdoing a project ’ ’ from
a nearby university. They also interviewed 25 students.’ There were 13 women and 12
men in the sample, and the racial composition was fairly consistent with the school’ s
racial breakdown. The students were chosen largely on the basis of convenience, but a
few were selected on the basis of student and teacher referrals. Students were interviewed
away from teachers, usually in empty classrooms, the dining hall, hallways,or the plaza.
Most students were interviewed individually, although a few wanted to be interviewed
with two or three of their friends present. We followed a ¯ exible format and avoided
leading questions. Students were asked to describe their home school, the reasons they
left, and their general experiences at Forest High. While these questions gave structure
to the interviews, we gave students considerable freedom to shape the direction of our
discussions. After obtaining informed consent from all interviewees, we taped-recorded
the interviews that ranged from 20 to 50 minutes and averaged 25 to 30 minutes.

During the period at Forest High, the ® rst and third authors developed some fairly
personalized relationships with teachers and students. One characteristic of the second
author that seemed to be salient for the students was his ethnicity. The third author
is a Sikh, and the students became fascinated with the traditional turban he wore at all
times. Additionally, the ® rst author shared his own history of ` ` dropping out ’ ’ of
traditional high school and eventually obtaining a GED. These qualities that the
researchers brought to their interactions with students at Forest High created
opportunities for casual conversation and revealing interviews. In a sense, both
researchers had characteristics that placed them closer to the periphery than the center
of ` ` mainstream ’ ’ culture. Perhaps for these reasons many students turned to the
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researchers as sources of information about how to navigate their way into college.
During the project the ® rst and third authors had numerous conversations with students
about university life and the way it diå ered from high school. These encounters, we
believe, fostered a sense of community between the ® rst two authors and the students.

Distancing from a former problem

Students at Forest High viewed themselves as having had any number of problems at
their home school, and the way they described them closely resembles the adaptive
strategy Snow and Anderson (1987) call ` ` distancing work.’ ’ ( All of the students we
talked to held largely negative views of their home school, most of them saying that their
home schools failed to give them what they needed, wanted, or deserved. We will discuss
the ® ve most common distancing themes that emerged from our interviews, including
social controls, teacher competence, peer evaluations,educational quality, and negative
stereotypes.

Home school controls

Students at Forest High generally viewed home schools as intrinsically ¯ awed and
fundamentally de® cient institutions characterized by an inordinate emphasis on rules,
regimen, and order. Most students said their home schools were overwhelmingly
concerned with controlling students rather than educating them, and some likened their
home schools to jails or detention centers. John, a student at Forest, noted :

The teachers would only care about the rules and controlling people ¼ it was like
a jail because there were fences and guards around the school. You needed a pass
to walk down the halls and teachers would watch you.

Penny made a similar analogy:

I felt like I was in prison because you were not allowed to ± you had to follow these
stupid rules. You got your upper classmen who can beat on the lower classmen
without a big problem¼ During lunch time, you had guards at each door so you
couldn’ t leave.

The real problem from the standpoint of many alternative students was not that they
got into trouble, but that home schools had too many walls, rules, and guards. They
distanced themselves from the idea that they were failed troublemakers or academic
incompetents by pointing to these institutional preoccupations.

Much of their resentment was rooted in their home school’ s emphasis on rules and
controls that restricted personal liberties. Erica remembered the rules at her home
school this way:

They were real strict. The dress code was real strict. It was like they took more care
of the lawn and the trees than they did the students. You couldn’ t walk on the
grass. You couldn’ t wear shorts. We couldn’ t wear ¯ eece sweat pants ¼ It was like
they were strict, and at the same time, they had the ` ` I don’ t care ’ ’ attitude about
them.

While these and other dissatisfactions about school controls are commonplace in any
number of educational settings, home school rules had special signi® cance for these
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students. Rules and controls at their home schools are part of a symbolic world that
students experience, at least in retrospect, as wrongful and fateful factors in the
development of their educational and personal problem. They are central rather than
peripheral features of schools that, from the students’ point of view, were settings in
which conformity and regimen were valued over education and inner lives.

Home school teachers

Another way students distanced themselves from the stained self implied by their
unconventional student status was by characterizing home school teachers as
professionally and morally misguided or incompetent. Not only did the teachers not
invest enough time, attention, and energy into their teaching, from the students’ point
of view, they also were not concerned with students beyond the classroom as ` ` whole
individuals.’ ’ Teachers were also described as inattentive, indiå erent, and biased;
consequently, students who needed extra help were ignored, and some students seemed
to be arbitrarily valued more than others. Some alternative students felt that their home
school teachers should have dispensed attention and rewards more impartially. Fran
described her home school teachers as playing ` ` favorites ’ ’ in the following way:

The teachers were always lecturing. What can you do if there are so many students
and short periods of time to be in them [classes]. You know the teachers did not
really care about us unless you were one of the football players or a cheerleader.
It was like, if you didn’ t like what was going on or needed some extra help to
understand, you could forget it.

Je Quette had a similar view of home school teachers as lacking in impartiality:

In my drama class, she played favorites really bad. She had the same people for
the same parts, for all the big parts, and she chose. I thought she chose all the good
actors for the good parts and ¼ that really discouraged me because, well, I mean,
I guess that’ s not true, right?

She said that, while home school controls were the real problem, there were a few
dramatic ` ` last straws ’ ’ that ended her home school career. Angry with the emphasis on
control, she said she threw a chair at one teacher and told another to ` ` fuck oå .’ ’

Another student, Mindy, said that all the rules at her home school caused her to do
things she de® ned as ` ` rebellion.’ ’ In trouble with the principal, she eventually was
kicked out:

It made me angry, and I just did everything to piss them oå ¼ It made me not
ever want to go to school. It [rebelling] made me feel like I was getting something
accomplished, but really, you know, it just made me get set back a couple of years,
until I came here [to Forest].
She went to private school for a year before returning to her home school. Back in
the same situation, she had one especially bad experience with another teacher :
A teacher heard that my grandfather was in the S.S. [a Nazi] ’ cause he’ s from
Germany, and she told me that people like me should be killed. And I do not even
believe that way! She told me that we should be shot down for all the Jews that
my relatives have killed and that I would be sure to fail in her class. And I did fail
her class.

Derrick felt that his teachers were condescending in their attitude towards him because
he chose to associate with unpopular student groups :
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The teachers judged you by who you were with. The teachers downtalked to me
cause I hung out with kids who sat at ` ` this table.’ ’ The kids sat at diå erent lunch
tables, and I would sit at the ` ` little junkies ’ ’ lunch table. And the teachers would
talk down to me ’ cause of that. I sat at the skin-head table. I did that once. I’ d sit
at the handicapped kids table, ’ cause nobody would sit with them. I felt sorry for
them. The teachers would talk down to me ’ cause of who I was friends with, and
that really upset me. They wouldn’ t give me the same chances they would to the
football players and the kids that hung out with the football players and the
cheerleaders.

Home school peers

Students also distanced themselves from their home school problems by pointing to the
judgmental tendencies of their former peers. Overall, Forest students said that, because
they did not adhere to the social or moral guidelines of the traditional school, they were
treated badly by conventional students. Some Forest students said they were harassed
by other students at their home school and were made to feel less than normal. Sarina
recalled:

A peer did come up to me, I mean just came up to me and called me a dyke. ¼ I
was really mad, and then they started going around and making fun of just like
anyone, you know, is homosexual or anything, and I am really against making fun
of that ¼ I got really mad, and I went up to this guy, and I just started beating him
up. That was kind of funny, but I was really mad.

She added that it was not only the other students who would ` ` spread rumors about
people who were thought to be homosexual, but also teachers.’ ’ She said that she could
not understand how students could be so mean to her and how teachers and
administrators could allow it to continue:

The reason I dropped out of that school was because I was being harassed really
bad by students and teachers ¼ awfully bad; not just a little teasing, but people
would trip me and throw things at me and not sit with me and move away from
where I sat.

Tara commented that at the traditional school you are taught to compete for scarce
rewards and that ` ` if you didn’ t buy into the same game like other students,’ ’ you were
on the outside. For her, that game involved participation in sports and other
traditionally valued activities:

At my home school you didn’ t get noticed unless you were on the football team or
a cheerleader or in the student government ¼ [Y]ou had to be in some club that
was considered important ¼ I don’ t think anyone really noticed me or knew my
name because the students that were in all the activities were in the same clique.
They were pretty much the kids with money in their family. I guess I got noticed
when I stopped going to school for a month ¼ I got kicked out.

Home school education

Students also distanced themselves from their former educational problem by pointing
to the lack of meaning and purpose of the learning process at their home schools.
Interactions with teachers and peers coupled with the controlling structure of their
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home schools led to the view that their home school ` ` education’ ’ lacked purpose,
direction, or value. Students at Forest said that the things they were made to learn at
their home school were not preparing them for the next part of their lives. They said
they could see no reason to go to the home school for four or more years, only to learn
material that was personally irrelevant and unimportant. A few students also de® ned
their home school’ s curriculum as unchallenging. Derrick, for example, was an
academic anomaly in our sample because he was doing quite well academically before
he came to Forest :

I was an honour student, and I had better than a 3 ± 0 grade point average. I didn’ t
get along there too well because of the rules, and I’ m kind of an abstract
thinker ¼ I ended up skipping thirty days and dropped out of school.

He went on to say that there was nothing he could do about his lack of enthusiasm
because students were not permitted to challenge the teachers and the curriculum. He
said that he thought that the restrictive atmosphere of the school caused problems for
students who were bright because the school did not allow students to pursue knowledge
for its own sake. Other students said that they were just learning facts in order to spout
them back.

Alternative school images

Another aspect of our interviewees’ distancing work pertains to their ideas of what
outsiders (e.g., those not attending) think about Forest students. Outsiders’ negative
images of alternative schools stand in sharp contrast with what students believe are the
more positive realities of Forest life. Students insist, for example, that many people in
their families, community, and home schools think Forest is for delinquents, toughs,
drug users, pregnant women, and dumb students. Tim said:

I think this school has gotten a bad name ’ cause of what’ s happened in the past.
They used to have a bit of a drug problem here. Not violence ± I think we’ ve had
like two ® ghts all year. They don’ t realize that the regular schools are much worse
than here.

Similarly, Julie noted:

People should know that alternative schools aren’ t that bad. ’ Cause my mom’ s
friends were telling her, ` ` Don’ t let Julie go to Forest cause it’ s nothing but drug
addicts and people with babies and kids that drop out of school and don’ t have a
life.’ ’ Alternative schools, at least this one, aren’ t like that. If you make a mistake,
here you can correct yourself ¼ If you feel you didn’ t ® t in your home school, at
least you can ® t in at this school.

Some students said they used to hold some of those same views themselves. Angela said:

My mom was like, ` ` Oh you don’ t want to go there cause it’ s an alternative school,
all the students there use drugs.’ ’ They think [we] toke weed. They think
everybody can run around and do whatever they want to. I used to think you
could come here and get high with the teachers and do whatever you want.

Trent described his ® rst day at Forest this way:

As I was walking up, I was thinking, ` ` All the bad kids go here. I’ m gonna get my
butt kicked.’ ’ I got my schedule. I go to my class. I sit down. And there were all
the kids I used to hang out with at [home school] that just disappeared.
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Victor said, ` ` People at the home school say it’ s really easy here, but it’ s not. It’ s harder
than a regular school.’ ’

In these ways the students we interviewed diå erentiated between the selves they
preferred and the selves their home schools implied. They felt they had been
marginalized and made out to be ` ` diå erent ’ ’ at their home schools, not because the
academic standards were too stringent for them, but because the social climate was too
punitive, the teachers too partial, the peers too abusive, and the curriculum too
meaningless. They created a symbolic and moral distance from their former problem
and the self it implied by pointing to the ways that their problems were rooted in the
institutional, interpersonal, and educational features of their home school experiences.
But the value of distancing themselves from the negative identities implied by their
former problem is only half the picture. Alternative high school students also ® nd ways
of uplifting their moral selves and personal identities by identifying positive features of
their current location.

Embracing the alternative status

An important aspect of alternative students’ identity work is their selective embracing
of the alternative situation.) It is one thing for students to identify the ways their former
school failed them, but it is another thing to identify what currently validates their
worth and de® nes their value in their new surroundings. We will discuss three
environmental features ± organizational,associational,and atmospheric ± that students
embrace en route to constructing essentially competent, basically normal, and potentially
successful selves.*

Organizational embracement

Many of the students we interviewed formed linkages between their personal identities
and the daily routines of their new surroundings. The meanings they attached to these
organizational qualities centered on the open structure, ¯ exible schedules, and
individualizedprograms of Forest High School. Overall, students indicated that Forest
was better than their home school. Either the problems they had experienced at their
home schools had not arisen at Forest, or, if they had, they were more manageable
within the alternative setting. Tabrina, for example, said she had trouble, especially in
the mornings, at her home school. She felt the only thing to do about the problem there
was to skip because she sees herself as more of an ` ` afternoon person.’ ’ And when she
skipped, she got into trouble. At Forest she says she is given some ¯ exibility, is able to
take less than the full six-hour class load, and feels more personal responsibility for doing
the work :

I think I am better prepared because you can only take four classes a day, and
there [home school] you take up to six, and ¼ if I was taking classes until 3 :45 in
the afternoon, I don’ t think I could do it. But you can determine how many classes
you want to take ¼ if you’ re a better afternoon person you can come in after lunch
and take third and fourth hour ¼ and so I think I am better prepared because my
attendance is better. I am always scared to miss class because we do so much more
in a class period.

Coming to de® ne themselves as being responsible for their futures is a real challenge for
some students who already think that they are not ` ` good’ ’ students. It is not surprising,
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then, that many of the students we spoke to described the process of identity
management as a combination of success and failure. Many admitted that the new
environment did not solve problems, but they were aå orded the responsibility of
managing their own aå airs. Geraldo praised the no-cut policy at Forest :

You get more prepared for college here because you have an open campus,
number one. You have an attendance policy ± ® ve cuts and you’ re cut. Here they
put more responsibility on you ¼ The responsibility is that if you leave, you have
to come back. If you take your ® ve cuts, you are withdrawn; so it is pretty cool.

Jud was having diæ culty keeping up with his courses at Forest, but de® ned himself as
the cause of the problem:

When I got here, I was thinking I could graduate by this time, and I was going
to take four class every time. But then I started taking three classes, and then two,
and now I’ m only taking one class, and that’ s gotta stop. There is a slack part of
it because if you don’ t keep check on yourself, you ain’ t doing nothing ¼ It just
jumped up in my face recently that I was being a real slack-ass.

Even though Jud was going slower than he originally intended, it was not for lack of
organizationally structured opportunities to move quickly towards his diploma.

Associational embracement

In addition to embracing the alternative school’ s organizational features, some students
placed special emphasis on the associational and interpersonal aspects of their new
school lives. More speci® cally, they pointed to the unique qualities of their teachers and
the accepting attitude of their peers. Cheryl de® ned her transition from home school to
alternative school as initially diæ cult. For her, it was the personal qualities of her
teachers that soon made alternative school a wonderful place. She saw her new teachers
as especially accessible, caring, and considerate:

At ® rst, the change was hard. I was nervous. It wasn’ t but a few days before I felt
at home ¼ it was great to be accepted. And it wasn’ t just by the students, it was
by the teachers and other faculty. It was great. I love it here. I really do.

Dennis felt that while classroom dynamics at his home school did not match his personal
style of learning, the alternative school dynamics did :

At a regular school they might not review as much and not try to help you as
much ¼ they assign the work and half the time don’ t explain it fully. I didn’ t
understand something [at Forest] and as long as you keep asking questions, they
keep on going ¼ if I’ d done this at a regular school, they would have kicked me out
of class because when I don’ t understand something, I keep on asking questions,
a lot of questions, until they explain it to me fully.

Other students were less ` ` categorical ’ ’ (Snow & Anderson, 1987, p. 1357) in their
associational embracement and do not ® nd the transition so uncomplicated. Sharon,
who ¯ unked two years in a row at her home school before enrolling at Forest, described
her home teachers as uncaring and only wanting to ` ` just do their job.’ ’ At Forest the
same problem with some teachers continued, but she believed most teachers were ready
for problems with new students:
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I think here people come in with bad attitudes, and they are prepared for it, so
they want to help. And if you go to a regular high school and have a bad attitude
they don’ t even want to help." !

Another student, Matt, said, ` ` We are all here for one reason, and that is to graduate.
I don’ t like everybody, but there is no one that I am against.’ ’ This type of response was
typical at Forest. The same student who oå ered the jail metaphor in portraying his
home school said that Forest was a place where he could really ` ` be myself ’ ’ and that the
cliques that characterized traditional settings were absent at Forest.

Atmospheric embracing

In addition to embracing the organizationaland associationaldimensions of alternative
high school life, students identi® ed strongly with the overall spirit, ethos, and mystique
of their new school. We call this aspect of their personal identity work ` ` atmospheric
embracement,’ ’ and at Forest it revolves around the general feeling that there is an air
of freedom, opportunity, salvation, and responsibility." " More than an ideology, this
kind of identity work links values to local settings and attaches self-meanings to what is
perceived as the essence or spirit characteristic of the setting. Students viewed these
atmospheric qualities as real, external, typical, and consequential. Petra, who was one
week away from graduation at the time of her interview, saw the alternative school as
her educational salvation:

Coming here teaches you about life, people, and responsibility¼ The education
I have gotten here is just as good or better in some respects than what I got at a
regular school because ¼ you learn how to run your own life and how to relate to
people, and just everything you need to know to survive ¼ Overall if it hadn’ t
been for Forest, I wouldn’ t have graduated from high school and wouldn’ t be
continuing my education.

Some students viewed the alternative ethos as a two-edged sword, as posing a new kind
of identity problem should they fail at Forest after their lack of home school success.
Rodrick commented :

You’ re given this freedom, and if you take advantage of this freedom, you’ re
gonna mess up, and the only person that can be blamed is you. Then if you do it
good, the only person that can be looked at as ` ` you did this good ’ ’ is you. So
you’ re given that opportunity to better yourself or worsen yourself.

These feelings of freedom and opportunity are part of the ethos at Forest. Students speak
of them as though they were ` ` in the air.’ ’ And this atmospheric quality stands in sharp
contrast in their minds with the restrictive arrangements and limited possibilities they
experienced at their home schools.

Discussion

We have examined how a group of alternative high school students contend with their
marginal status and stained identities. Their identity work generally involves imposing
a moral and symbolic wedge between their view of themselves and the self implied by
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home school failure. These students distance themselves from home school controls,
students, teachers, and education. In addition, they also distance themselves from the
negative images they believe other people have of their alternative school. Finally, their
identity work includes embracing certain features of their new alternative school
environment. They embrace the organizational structure, teachers, peers, and
atmosphere school.

When unconventional schools provide identities for institutionally marginalized
students, the intent is usually to communicate morally neutral meanings, i.e., the idea
that there is nothing wrong with the student as a person. But students do not passively
or automatically accept those meanings or assume those identities. Instead, they engage
in a complex and creative process in which they modify and make sense of what they are
told about themselves. They utilize both their previous educational experiences and
their current de® nitions of those situations. They actively manage the moral, social, and
political meanings associated with old and new situations. And, they resist the idea that
they need the new arrangements because they failed in the old setting.

The signi® cance of their resistance derives from the cognitive, interactive, and
symbolic lens through which they look back on, and account for, their earlier problems.
This interpretive lens is fashioned in large part by their current social position. In short,
they view their former problem from the standpoint of what they believe is a
contemporary solution. That standpoint organizes the problem and de® nes it as having
external origins.

However, the identity work of these students may or may not be similar to what
students in other unconventional settings experience. The identity work of students in
other environments, including alternative schools, boot-camp style schools, continu-
ation schools, and perhaps home schooling situations, also requires close and careful
study. It should be noted, though, that not all marginalized students end up resisting
institutionally supplied identities and de® nitions of educational ` ` failure.’ ’ Some are
unable to distance themselves from situations and experiences that to others look like
individual de® ciencies. And their identity work, and key points of departure from the
work of resistive students, should be examined as well. Similarly, the identity work of the
students in this study may or may not be akin to the eå orts of marginalized students who
remain in conventional settings. These latter students may be better able to distance
themselves from certain features of their stigmatized social identity. They may embrace
other aspects of their social lives and experiences, because of the resources available in
conventional settings (Kinney, 1993).

Nonetheless, the identity work of alternative students is important, not only for
creating and sustaining positive selves, but also for developing educational institutions.
Identity work establishes linkages between individuals and their student role, the
educational institution, and other actors in the new environment. Thus, their
interpretive work creates identities that make them feel diå erent but not deviant.
Although this study did not examine the relationship between identity work and school
performance, it would seem that the more identity work students do, the more they put
their past behind them and take advantage of the new institutional setting. The
important identity work they do may help prepare them to do the classroom work
needed to matriculate. While it would not be advisable for unconventional schools to
de® ne home schools negatively, they can help students put their earlier negative school
experiences in perspective.

While such students’ views may seem to be an eå ect of the alternative environment,
we must remember that identity work is a creative process. Students may value their
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new environment because they do not see anywhere else they can go. Many people
believe, for example, that these schools are the last resort. ` ` Last resorts,’ ’ according to
Emerson (1981), are remedies to problems that are pursued on the assumption that the
person has exhausted other, less fateful, solutions. They may no longer qualify for less
serious solutions to the problem in what Goå man (1971) calls a ` ` remedial cycle.’ ’ The
students generally preferred the open campus and caring teachers at Forest, but they
may also see it as a ` ` last-resort school ’ ’ that saves them from the streets. Regrettably,
our interviews did not explore student beliefs about failure at alternative schools. Future
research might focus on the ways that both mainstream and nonmainstream students
incorporate the idea of last resorts into their personal identity work.

Finally, the identity work of these students is carried out with the aid of
institutionally supplied designations and meanings. These students have entered a new
social arena formally designated as an ` ` alternative environment,’ ’ with distinctive
institutionalized ideas, de® nitions, values, sentiments, and beliefs. Forest supplied
students with the idea that an alternative school is a morally neutral place where they
are diå erent but equal to students in conventional schools. This allowed Forest students
to embrace their school in a way that many students of devalued statuses cannot
` ` organizationally embrace ’ ’ their conventional home schools. Nevertheless, not all
students view the alternative school positively, and future research might focus on those
that do not. In addition, much more research must be done to ® nd out how students
acquire spoiled identities, and educators must develop intervention strategies before
despair sets in and damages the life chances of these young people.

Ultimately, what may be needed is an expanded notion of what it means to educate
youth. Identity is not a traditional measure of ` ` educational success,’ ’ but this research
suggests that its signi® cance should not be overlooked. To understand more fully the
poverty that some students experience in terms of rejection and self-esteem, educators
need a better understanding of how students ` ` become somebody ’ ’ (Wexler, 1992)
through creative identity work. These interviews show how human agency and
subjective interpretations in the realm of identity work aå ect educational experiences,
and, thus, it behooves concerned educators to know more fully the student point of view.

Notes

1. This varies considerably by socioeconomic status and social class (see Berndt, 1983).
2. Symbolic interaction is premised on the philosophy of George Herbert Mead’ s (1934) theory of the

past, present, and future as they relate to identity work. Postmodern thinkers in education and sociology
have not often been explicit in the origins of their claim that people reinvent themselves in a nonlinear
fashion. The present study takes to heart Mead’ s understanding of self and postmodern consciousness.

3. Social identities are the ways that others perceive and cast the person. Personal identities are
imputations, designations, and attributions by the person about themselves, and may or may not hinge on
biographical events and meanings (Snow & Anderson, 1987). Identities, both personal and social, make up
selves that are symbolic, contingent, and encompassing (Fine, 1993; Gecas, 1982).

4. School life is important because in no other setting, ` ` are the standardsof achievementso clear [and] the
means to attain them so narrow ¼ a derogated self-image is naturally aversive and it will set into motion
psychic forces to dispel it ’ ’ (Gold, 1978, p. 292).

5. The name of the school is a pseudonym, as are the names of students used in our analysis.
6. This sample size is fairly typical for small-scale qualitative studies (Lo¯ and & Lo¯ and, 1994). We

believe that these interviews provided especially revealing commentaries for two reasons. First, there was a
relative lack of distance between the interviewers and students.The interviewers look young for their age (24
and 26), and they related stories of their own experiencesin high school.We think studentsgenerally saw them
as ` ` hip ’ ’ to the student point of view (Lugones & Spelman, 1983). Second, the interviews were impromptu,
usually arranged not far in advance, giving them an unrehearsed quality.
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7. Snow and Anderson (1987) argue that when social and personal identities are inconsistent, people
distance themselves from the negative implications of their social identity by diå erentiating between
themselves and the negative and the implied associations, roles, and institutions (see also Coser, 1966;
Stebbins, 1967, 1975). In their study of homeless men, for example, they found that the men’ s personal
identity work revolved around distancing themselves from devalued themes and embracing certain positive
themes. Three types of distancing were identi® ed: associational, role, and institutional. The men distanced
themselves from their devalued peers, the vagrant role, and the agencies that ` ` served ’ ’ them.

8. Snow and Anderson (1987) identity role, associational, and ideological embracement. Of these,
associational embracement is the most apparent in the identity work of alternative high school students we
interviewed.We ® nd that the organizationalcontext is important since they are enrolled in small but formal
structures with set routines, tasks, channels, and hierarchies. We also see them embracing a more intangible
and atmospheric quality of the alternative school.

9. This does not imply that all students at Forest see themselves as competent and potentially successful.
Many, no doubt, do not, but only a few of our interviewees identi® ed with devaluing labels.

10. Many students, despite their widespread embracement of the organizational, associational, and
atmospheric qualities of the alternative school, point out that Forest is not a perfect place. Most of them had
encountereda few of ` ` traditional ’ ’ types of teachersand administrativepoliciesat Forest that reminded them
of their home school experiences.

11. Some aspects of atmospheric embracement are similar to what Snow and Anderson (1987) call
ideological embracement, especially the idea that Forest gives students freedom and instills responsibility.
Everhart (1985) identi® es a practical ideology found at many alternative schools that involves beliefs about
the virtues of self-reliance and personal responsibility for success.
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